200418-005  ANIMAL
4/18/2020  19:28:  1000 Block of CAPITAL AVE
JPD ASSISTED ANIMAL CONTROL TO RESPOND TO THE REPORT OF A DOG BITE.
ALC: NO
DOM: NO
Report Follows

200418-006  ASSIST
4/18/2020  20:37:  THUNDER MOUNTAIN
CASE CREATED FOR TRAINING PURPOSES
Information Only

200418-007  VANDALISM
4/18/2020  20:29:  8100 Block of GLACIER HWY
23 YEAR OLD MALE REPORTED HIS VEHICLE WAS VANDALISED.
ALC: UNK
DOM: NO
Report Follows

200418-008  SHOPLIFT
4/18/2020  22:24:  600 Block of WILLOUGHBY AVE
53 YEAR OLD LANCE CHRISTIAN CESAR WAS CITED AND RELEASED FOR SHOPLIFTING.
ALC: YES
DOM: NO
Report Follows
Unable to Locate
Arrest Made

200419-001  DISTURBANCE
4/18/2020  23:43:  600 Block of WILLOUGHBY AVE
JOSEPH BERGMAN JIM JR WAS ARRESTED FOR VIOLATING CONDITIONS OF RELEASE. HE WAS
TRANSPORTED AND LODGED AT LEMON CREEK CORRECTIONAL CENTER.
ALC: YES
DOM: YES
Arrest Made
Unable to Locate
200419-002  VANDALISM
4/19/2020  02:21:  5900 Block of CHURCHILL WAY
33 YEAR OLD FEMALE REPORTED VANDALISM TO HER VEHICLE TIRE, WITH DAMAGES ESTIMATED AT $500.
ALC: UNK
DOM: NO
Report Follows
Service Rendered

200419-003  DISTURBANCE
4/19/2020  05:41:  1600 Block of DOUGLAS HWY
26 YEAR OLD ALLEN RAY PITTS WAS ARRESTED ON HIS TWO OUTSTANDING AST WARRANTS. HE WAS TRANSPORTED AND LODGED AT LEMON CREEK CORRECTIONAL CENTER.
ALC: UNK
DOM: NO
Report Follows
Arrest Made

200419-004  ASSIST
4/19/2020  07:38:  300 Block of FOURTH ST
INVESTIGATION CONTINUES INTO THE REPORT OF A MALICIOUS FIRE ALARM PULL.
ALCOHOL: UNK
DOMESTIC: NO
Report Follows

TOTAL CALLS:  8
ARRESTS MADE:  3
CITATIONS ISSUED:  0